
 
River’s Edge Advisory Committee (“the Committee”) 

Meeting Minutes of September 7, 2016 
 

In attendance: Jerome Heller (Chair), Christine DiBona, Michael Ellenbogen, Daniel Hill (7:31), 
Rebecca Stanizzi, William Steinberg, William Sterling, Michael Wegerbauer (8:09) 
 
The meeting was scheduled to commence at 7:00 PM; however a quorum was present at 7:19 
PM and the meeting was called to order by the Chair.  It was announced that the meeting was 
being videotaped. 
 

I Public Comment - The Chair asked for public comment.  There was none. 
II Meeting Minutes – The Committee reviewed the minutes of its meeting of August 

24, 2016.  Mr. Steinberg made a motion that the minutes be approved as amended 
and Mr. Sterling seconded.  The minutes were approved by a vote of 5-0-1 (Mr. 
Ellenbogen abstaining). 

III Motion to enter into Executive Session – at 7:24 PM, Mr. Heller made the following 
motion: that the Committee enter into executive session as permitted by 
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 30A, Section 21(a)(3) to discuss strategy with 
respect to bids from respondents to the Request For Proposals for the development 
of the River’s Edge property, as a public discussion of these matters may have a 
detrimental effect on the bargaining or negotiating position of the Town.  Mr. 
Sterling seconded the motion, and it was approved by a roll call vote: Ellenbogen 
(yes); Stanizzi (yes); Heller (yes); Sterling (yes); Steinberg (yes); DiBona (yes).  The 
Chair noted that the Committee would exit from executive session in approximately 
15 minutes to continue the meeting in open session. 

IV Interview of Baystone Development – members of the Baystone Development team 
sat before the Committee, and Mr. Roy McDowell of Baystone introduced the 
members of his team who were present.  He handed out to the Members of the 
Committee the list of questions that the Chair had sent to them prior to the meeting 
(see attachments of the Committee’s questions and the handout from Baystone), 
which included written responses to those questions. 
1. Question 1: Mr. McDowell added to his written response that they plan to hold 

the project as part of their portfolio for the long-term, and as such, they had not 
incorporated development fees in their pricing model. 

2. Question 2: Mr. McDowell handed out several handouts labeled as Exhibits 1 
(dealing with on-site soil removal); Exhibit 2 (dealing with design and 
construction of on-site sewer treatment plant); and Exhibit 3 (dealing with the 
demolition of the former septage facility).  These exhibits detail the cost 
estimates provided by Baystone for each of these tasks.  They did not have 
details of the design and construction of the water main extension.  With regard 
to the on-site soil, Baystone believes that the majority of the “dirt pile” will not 
be contaminated to the extent that it needs to be reported to the Department of 
Environmental Protection (“DEP” – Commonwealth of Massachusetts agency) 
and that they would use those soils on-site and the cost of moving those soils is 
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being carried in their construction numbers, set forth in the costs provided per 
question 1, above.  They also estimate that the vast majority of the soils to be 
trucked off-site (18,500 tons of 25,000 tons, or 74% of such soil) have 
contaminants that are below reportable conditions, and therefore they can be 
removed at a much lower cost than the remainder of the soils being removed 
(see Exhibit 1, attached).  Details of their costs for two of the other three items 
are detailed on Exhibits 2 and 3. 

3. Question 3 – directional drilling only under the bridge. 
4. Question 4 – answered on Exhibit 1 (see above).  Baystone noted that they will 

be using two Licensed Service Professionals (“LSP;s”) for the soils work, which is 
unusual, but they felt good about having multiple opinions. 

5. Question 5 – Baystone provided a handout of projected rents (see handout 
entitled “Unit Matrix”, attached hereto). Their explanation of they they think 
their rents are reasonable is set forth on their handout of questions with 
answers. 

6. Question 6 – the Unit Matrix handout shows unit sizes and they indicated that 
they will have a variety of unit sizes for each category (1BR, 2BR and 3BR units).  
They feel that these unit sizes are reasonable to serve the rental market in 
Wayland. 

7. Question 7 – answered as part of their response to question 6. 
8. Question 8 – With regard to the tax rate and potential property taxes, they agree 

that they will be high, but they have underwritten their pro-forma, taking this 
into account, and they do not foresee that they would file for abatement.  

9. Question 9 – This question was specifically asked of Baystone, as their plan did 
not comply with the design guidelines set forth in the RFP with regard to the 
number of floors and the building heights in various portions of the Property.  
They provided a revised plan (see handout), which shows stepping back the 
height of the senior building (Building 4 on their plan) from the Route 20 side 
(south side) of the Property from 4-stories to 3-stories.  They also noted that 
while some of the buildings have 4-stories from the courtyards, they have 3-
stories on the non-courtyard facades (western sides of the buildings).  They feel 
this will allow them to comply with the design guidelines, and will make sure that 
their plans do comply with zoning requirements. 

10. Questions 10 – their answer is yes, that the Town will benefit from cost savings 
from the soils work and in addition would benefit from any cost savings for each 
of the four items discussed in Question 2. 

11. Questions 11 – Baystone provided the name of their attorney, with contact 
information (Bryan Connolly of DLA Piper).  They will negotiate to a reasonable 
agreement with the Town.  They will indemnify the Town for pre-existing 
environmental conditions. 

V Wood Partners (“Wood”) met with the Committee.  Jim Lambert of Wood 
introduced the members of his team who were present, and the Chair proceeded to 
go through the same list of questions that we had just completed asking Baystone. 
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1. Question 1 – Wood responded to the question of costs as follows: Total 
Cost/Unit $294,692; Soft Cost/Unit $62,692; and Hard Cost/Unit $232,000.  They 
noted that their costs are relatively high for the following reasons: they include 
76 parking spaces below grade (adds approximately $17,000/unit to hard cost 
estimate); they have elevators in the 3-story buildings; and they are building 
high-end units with significant project amenities. 

2. Question 2 – Wood provided a handout that details the costs of the 4 items 
noted in this question.  There was significant discussion of their estimated soil 
removal cost.  They are projecting that they will truck the entire dirt pile off-site 
and bring it to a remediation waste site, where the cost of disposal is significant, 
but the risk of that material providing a future liability is abated.  There are 
multiple reasons why they plan to remove the entire dirt pile, in addition to the 
potential environmental liability benefit: a) they are grading the entire site such 
that the buildings are at approximately the same grade, which provides for 
better integration between the buildings; and b) they are building garages 
beneath each of the buildings and therefore need to work from a lower 
elevation.  They could keep clean portions of the dirt pile on-site; however that 
might mean that they would have to eliminate the garages and might lose the 
grading design that is a key element to their design. 

3. Question 3 – When answering question 2, above, they indicated that they will be 
doing directional drilling only under the bridge and the river. 

4. Question 4 – A breakdown of their soil removal pricing was provided in the 
discussion of question 2 above. 

5. Question 10 – The Committee skipped to this question, as it was consistent with 
the previous questions.  Wood indicated that they will pass along to the Town 
any cost savings for each of the four items in question, including soil removal 
costs, despite having suggested that language should be stricken from the Land 
Disposition Agreement (“LDA”). 

6. Question 12 – With regard to an environmental indemnification, Wood is not 
willing to provide that to the Town; however they will provide a full release, 
which it explained would mean that Wood would not take any actions against 
the Town for the environmental conditions.  They indicated that they could not 
indemnify the Town from third party legal actions naming the Town as a 
defendant/co-defendant. 

7. Question 5 – Wood foresees a large number of “empty-nesters” who would be 
residents of the Property, with a large number of these people being from 
Wayland and the surrounding communities.  They do foresee some residents 
being younger people coming out of the City and possibly renting prior to 
purchasing a home.  They view their projected rents as being on the high side of 
the market, but feel they will be competitive, especially given that they will be 
built to attract the high-end of the market.  They noted that rents for garage 
spaces will be in addition to the rents they showed in their proposal. 
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8. Question 6 – Wood feels that the design guidelines set forth units that are small 
for the market.  Empty nesters will be coming from homes and will not want to 
down-size to significantly smaller living spaces. 

9. Question 7 – As set forth in their response to the RFP, Wood will have a range of 
unit sizes in each category of apartment. 

10. Question 8 – While Wood acknowledges the high tax cost for this project, they 
have built it into their numbers and are willing to operate with it, without filing 
for an abatement. 

11. Question 11 – Wood had a large number of redlines on the LDA that was 
returned with their proposal.  They indicated that they do not have to make all 
of those changes and are willing to negotiate a reasonable LDA.  Their attorney is 
Christina Graham of Morris, Manning & Martin.  They will forward to the 
Committee her contact information. 

12. Question 13 – Wood was asked to comment with regard to their comment in 
their proposal that the Town would not unreasonably withhold material changes 
to their Conceptual Design Plans.  Wood stated that they do not anticipate 
making any material changes to their plan, so their request in the proposal 
should not need to be made in a negotiated LDA. 

VI Motion to Enter Into Executive Session - At 9:28 PM, Mr. Heller made the following 
motion: that the Committee enter into executive session as permitted by 
Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 30A, Section 21(a)(3) to discuss strategy with 
respect to bids from respondents to the Request For Proposals for the development 
of the River’s Edge property, as a public discussion of these matters may have a 
detrimental effect on the bargaining or negotiating position of the Town.  Mr. 
Sterling seconded the motion, and it was approved by a roll call vote: Hill (yes); 
Wegerbauer (yes); Ellenbogen (yes); Stanizzi (yes); Heller (yes); Sterling (yes); 
Steinberg (yes); DiBona (yes).  The Chair noted that the Committee would exit from 
executive session in approximately 30 minutes to continue the meeting in open 
session for the purpose of adjourning the meeting. 

VII Adjournment – at 10:43 PM, the Committee returned from executive session and 
Mr. Steinberg moved that the meeting be adjourned.  Mr. Sterling seconded.  The 
meeting was adjourned at 10:43 PM by a vote of 7-0. 

 
Handouts and Other Items: 

1) Meeting Agenda 
2) List of Attendees 
3) Questions Sent to Bidders by the Chair Prior to the Meeting 
4) Questions with Responses by Baystone Development 
5) Exhibits 1- 3 From Baystone Development 
6) Unit Matrix Exhibit From Baystone Development 
7) Exhibit 4 From Baystone Development – Revised Site Plan 
8) Wood Partners Handout of Estimated Costs for Soil Removal, Septage Demolition, 

Water Main Construction and Design and Construction of On-Site Sewer Package 
Treatment Plant 
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